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Abstract 10 
 11 
Metallic microstructures in slowly-cooled iron-rich meteorites reflect the thermal and magnetic 12 
histories of their parent planetesimals. Of particular interest is the cloudy zone, a nanoscale 13 
intergrowth of Ni-rich islands within a Ni-poor matrix that forms below ~350°C by spinodal 14 
decomposition. The sizes of the islands have long been recognized as reflecting the low-15 
temperature cooling rates of meteorite parent bodies. However, a model capable of providing 16 
quantitative cooling rate estimates from island sizes has been lacking. Moreover, these islands are 17 
also capable of preserving a record of the ambient magnetic field as they grew, but some of the key 18 
physical parameters required for recovering reliable paleointensity estimates from magnetic 19 
measurements of these islands have been poorly constrained. To address both of these issues, we 20 
present a numerical model of the structural and compositional evolution of the cloudy zone as a 21 
function of cooling rate and local composition. Our model produces island sizes that are consistent 22 
with present-day measured sizes. This model enables a substantial improvement in the calibration 23 
of paleointensity estimates and associated uncertainties. In particular, we can now accurately 24 
quantify the statistical uncertainty associated with the finite number of islands acquiring the 25 
magnetization and the uncertainty on their size at the time of the record. We use this new 26 
understanding to revisit paleointensities from previous pioneering paleomagnetic studies of cloudy 27 
zones. We show that these could have been overestimated by up to one order of magnitude but 28 
nevertheless still require substantial magnetic fields to have been present on their parent bodies. 29 
Our model also allows us to estimate absolute cooling rates for meteorites that cooled slower than 30 
< 10,000°C My-1. We demonstrate how these cooling rate estimates can uniquely constrain the 31 
low-temperature thermal history of meteorite parent bodies. Using the main-group pallasites as an 32 
example, we show that our results are consistent with the previously-proposed unperturbed, 33 
conductive cooling at low temperature of a ~200-km radius main-group pallasite parent body. 34 
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1.  Introduction 40 
Planetesimals, the ~1- to ~1000-km building blocks of planets, accreted within the first few 41 
million years (My) of the solar system (Hevey and Sanders, 2006). The existence of iron and stony-42 
iron meteorites demonstrates that some of these planetesimals underwent large-scale melting and 43 
differentiation (McCoy et al., 2006). As these planetesimals cooled and solidified, their metal 44 
grains progressively formed different microstructures and minerals (Buchwald, 1975), whose 45 
existence and nature depend on the initial composition of the metal and its cooling rate. 46 
Understanding their formation can provide key constraints on the history of iron-rich meteorites 47 
and early accreted planetesimals. 48 
The metal grains in iron meteorites, stony-iron meteorites and iron-rich chondrites are 49 
dominantly Fe-Ni in composition, alloyed with some minor elements (e.g., C, S, P, Cr, Si; 50 
Goldstein et al., 2009a). For bulk Ni contents between ~5.5 and ~19 wt.%, the Widmanstätten 51 
pattern develops within the Fe-Ni alloy as an intergrowth of Ni-poor 𝛼-bcc (body centered cubic) 52 
kamacite and Ni-rich 𝛾-fcc (face centered cubic) taenite during cooling between ~800°C and 53 
~600°C, with the precise temperature range depending on the bulk Ni and P contents (Yang and 54 
Goldstein, 2005). During its formation, the growth of kamacite is controlled by temperature-55 
dependent diffusion such that the width of kamacite lamellae strongly depends on the cooling rate 56 
of the meteorite. Below ~350°C, another phase separation occurs in the portion of the Ni-rich 𝛾-57 
fcc taenite phase located near the kamacite/taenite interface (Yang et al., 1996). This phase 58 
separation, called spinodal decomposition, results in the formation of the cloudy zone (CZ), a 59 
nanoscale intergrowth of ferromagnetic Ni-rich taenite crystals (known as islands) embedded in a 60 
Ni-poor, paramagnetic matrix with the structure of the fcc mineral antitaenite (Blukis et al., 2017). 61 
Like the size of the kamacite lamellae, the size of CZ islands is inversely related to the cooling rate. 62 
 For the past five decades, different techniques simulating the diffusion-controlled growth 63 
of the Widmanstätten pattern have been developed to determine the cooling rate of iron-rich 64 
meteorites (e.g., matching of the kamacite/taenite interface Ni profile or central Ni content; 65 
Goldstein et al., 2009a). Because this growth mostly occurs within ~100°C below the kamacite 66 
nucleation temperature (Goldstein and Ogilvie, 1964), these techniques provide an estimate of the 67 
meteorite’s cooling rate between ~700°C and ~500°C. These cooling rates have significantly 68 
contributed to our understanding of the thermal evolution of meteorite parent planetesimals. For 69 
example, pioneering compositional measurements of iron meteorites combined with thermal 70 
modeling demonstrated that the parent bodies of all known iron meteorites were planetesimals 71 
rather than Moon-sized objects (Wood, 1964; Goldstein and Ogilvie, 1964). Cooling rate 72 
determinations also showed that planetesimals were fundamentally sculpted by catastrophic 73 
impacts (e.g., the IVA iron parent body that may have undergone one or several mantle-stripping 74 
impacts; Yang et al., 2008). 75 
 The correlation between size of the Ni-rich islands in the CZ and the cooling rate of 76 
meteorites has also long been identified as a potential cooling-rate indicator (Yang et al., 1997). 77 
Since the CZ forms below ~350°C, it would provide cooling rate estimates ~200°C below those 78 
recovered from the Widmanstätten pattern, providing additional constraints on late events not 79 
necessarily recorded by the Widmanstätten pattern like mild reheating or accretion of material (e.g., 80 
Goldstein et al., 2009b). Any prolonged reheating above ~350°C would result in the re-81 
homogenization of the CZ region; if followed by an excavation, the incompatibility between the 82 
slow kinetics of spinodal decomposition (requiring cooling rates ≲ 10,000°C My-1) and the fast 83 
cooling (≳ 1,000,000°C My-1) of material exposed to space would prevent the CZ from reforming. 84 
In addition, the nm size of CZ islands (three orders of magnitude smaller than Widmanstätten 85 
structures) makes the CZ particularly sensitive to shock alteration (Goldstein et al., 2009a). The 86 
presence of the CZ is therefore indicative of a lack of reheating and shock events during the final 87 
cooling of the parent body. Despite this potential, a quantitative method has yet to be developed 88 
that provides an absolute estimate of the cooling rate at ~350°C from experimental measurements 89 
of CZ island size. Currently, island size measurements have only been used to determine the 90 
relative cooling rates of two meteorites and to relate the island size to the cooling rate at 700-500°C 91 
of a single meteorite using an empirical power-law (Yang et al., 2010). 92 
 The CZ also has the capability to preserve a record of the ambient magnetic field it 93 
experienced when it grew (Uehara et al., 2011). Such a record could be used to investigate whether 94 
a planetesimal generated a field by the dynamo process due to the advection of its molten metallic 95 
core (e.g., Bryson et al., 2015). This field-recording capacity is due to a phase transformation that 96 
occurs when the meteorite cools below 320°C at rates ≲ 5,000°C My-1. At this temperature, the 97 
ferromagnetic 𝛾 -fcc taenite forming the Ni-rich CZ islands transforms into a tetragonal 98 
ferromagnetic mineral called tetrataenite (𝛾′′). The fact that CZ islands are small (~15 to ~200 nm) 99 
and have the high magnetic coercivity associated with tetrataenite (> 1 T for the finest part of the 100 
CZ; Uehara et al., 2011) makes them exceptionally robust magnetic recorders.  101 
It is particularly challenging to isolate the natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of CZ 102 
islands using traditional paleomagnetic techniques initially developed for analysis of mm- to cm-103 
sized samples (Brecher and Albright, 1977). For example, one of the major impediments is the 104 
abundance of large (≫100 µm; Buchwald, 1975) multidomain kamacite grains, which can be easily 105 
remagnetized (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997) and could constitute the main source of the magnetic 106 
signal when measuring an iron meteorite sample. An alternative was recently developed to isolate 107 
the NRM carried by tetrataenite CZ islands (Bryson et al., 2014a). Using X-ray photoemission 108 
electron microscopy (XPEEM), the magnetization of the CZ alone can be measured at the nm-scale 109 
along several kamacite/taenite interfaces and used to calculate the relative orientation and the 110 
intensity of the ambient magnetic field present when the CZ grew.  111 
 Blukis et al. (2017) posed four fundamental questions that should be addressed in order to 112 
obtain more accurate paleointensity estimates from XPEEM images of the CZ: 1) What is the 113 
magnetic state of islands when they form? 2) What is their blocking temperature and how is their 114 
remanence changed when cooling through this temperature? 3) What is their volume at blocking 115 
temperature? 4) What is the influence of magnetostatic interaction between islands? The authors 116 
addressed question 1) by showing that the matrix phase of the cloudy zone is paramagnetic, 117 
implying islands can be seen as an ensemble of interacting grains of taenite above 320°C, and of 118 
tetrataenite below this temperature. Einsle et al. (2018) addressed question 2) both experimentally 119 
and with micromagnetic simulations, in which they assumed the whole crystallographic structure 120 
of an island readily orders at tetrataenite formation temperature (320°C). In this case, they showed 121 
that any NRM acquired by the parent taenite is lost during the taenite/tetrataenite phase transition 122 
and that an independent remanence is recorded—implying that the blocking temperature of CZ 123 
islands is 320°C, and that the CZ cannot provide a time-resolved record of the ancient magnetic 124 
field, as first suggested in pioneer XPEEM studies (e.g., Bryson et al. 2015). Question 4) is an area 125 
of active research. Currently, no interactions between islands are included in the equation used to 126 
estimate a paleointensity from XPEEM measurements. CZ islands are assumed to be an ensemble 127 
of single-domain “grains” with the orientation of their magnetic moment following a Maxwell-128 
Boltzmann distribution (Bryson et al., 2014b). Interactions could affect the absolute paleointensity 129 
we estimate from one CZ, but it is very unlikely they could produce a uniform remanence over two 130 
separated CZ and lead to the false conclusion that a field was present when there was no field. 131 
The present study addresses the issue of the volume of the islands (question 3), with two 132 
important implications for the estimation of ancient field intensities from XPEEM data. First, in 133 
the current Maxwell-Boltzmann framework, absolute paleointensity estimates are inversely related 134 
to the volume of the islands when they recorded a field at 320°C (see Supplementary Material of 135 
Bryson et al., 2017). Second, one important source of uncertainty on paleointensity estimates from 136 
the CZ comes from whether the net moment of the islands included in an XPEEM dataset is 137 
statistically representative of the ancient field. Berndt et al. (2016) showed that this statistical 138 
uncertainty is particularly sensitive to the island size at blocking temperature. The authors 139 
estimated that when CZ islands cooled through 320°C, their diameter was ~8 nm, implying that an 140 
impractically large number of ~109 islands should be sampled in each XPEEM dataset to obtain 141 
statistically meaningful paleodirections and intensities (103–104 islands are typically analyzed 142 
during a XPEEM experiment). This led Berndt et al. (2016) to question the reliability of published 143 
paleomagnetic XPEEM data. However, they obtained this estimate assuming CZ islands formed 144 
through nucleation and growth, a process different from spinodal decomposition. 145 
Motivated by the implications of better understanding cloudy zone formation for low-146 
temperature cooling rate determination and paleointensity estimation, we developed a one-147 
dimensional (1D) numerical model of CZ formation by spinodal decomposition in the cooling 148 
environment of a meteorite parent body. For a given local Ni content, the model estimates the 149 
average CZ island equivalent diameter (hereafter island size) at any temperature as a function of 150 
cooling rate. It therefore provides 1) an absolute cooling rate estimate at ~350°C, thereby offering 151 
a new approach for studying the low-temperature thermal history of cloudy-zone-bearing 152 
meteorites, and 2) an accurate value for the size of the islands at blocking temperature, which is an 153 
important step toward the goal of estimating absolute paleointensities from XPEEM data. 154 
 155 
2. Cloudy zone formation model 156 
 157 
2.1. Spinodal decomposition 158 
The coexistence of two (or more) phases at equilibrium can occur for a bulk composition 159 
lying within the miscibility gap on its phase diagram, where it is more energetically favorable for 160 
a homogeneous system to separate into these phases (Porter et al. 2009). The compositions that 161 
delimit the miscibility gap for a given temperature are those where the free energy curve possesses 162 
a common tangent. Between these two compositions, the free energy curve also possesses two 163 
points of inflection, characterized by a change in sign of the free energy’s second derivative. These 164 
points separate the metastable region of the miscibility gap from its unstable region. The distinction 165 
between metastable and unstable regions is therefore related to the convex and concave shape of 166 
the Gibbs free energy curve, respectively. Consider a binary system, say an Y-Z alloy, with a bulk 167 
composition falling on the convex part of the curve (Fig. 1A–B). Small thermal fluctuations in 168 
composition (i.e., departure from the bulk composition toward Y-rich and Z-rich compositions, 169 
following the free energy curve) will necessarily increase the free energy of the system, making 170 
the separation into two phases energetically unfavorable (Fig. 1C top); such a system is metastable. 171 
For the phase separation to occur, this energy barrier will have to be overcome: this is the process 172 
of nucleation. Now, consider the composition of the Y-Z system lying on the concave part of the 173 
free energy curve (Fig. 1B, C bottom). Any infinitesimal, thermally-induced fluctuations in 174 
composition (inherent to any system) will necessarily decrease the free energy of the system and 175 
therefore spontaneously cause phase separation; this is the mechanism of spinodal decomposition. 176 
Because it does not require any energy barrier to proceed, spinodal decomposition simply 177 
relies on diffusion of atoms in the two forming phases and is therefore governed by Fick’s first law 178 
of diffusion: 179 
 180 
 𝐽 = −𝑀𝛻𝜇 (1) 
 181 
In this equation, 𝐽 is the diffusion flux (m2 s-1), 𝜇 is the chemical potential (kg m-1 s-2) and 𝑀, called 182 
atomic mobility (s kg-1), is positive and proportional to the diffusion coefficients of each element 183 
in the alloy (e.g., Y and Z). This equation is a generalized expression for non-ideal solutions (i.e., 184 
with uneven interatomic forces) of the common form 𝐽 = −𝐷𝛻𝑋 where 𝑋 is the concentration and 185 𝐷 is a diffusion coefficient. Cahn (1965) derived an expression of the chemical potential 𝜇 as a 186 
function of the composition and the Gibbs free energy density (𝑔) of the system: 187 
 188 
 𝜇 = 𝜕𝑔𝜕𝑋 − 𝛻 ∙ 2𝜅𝛻𝑋  (2) 
 189 
where 𝜅, called the gradient-energy coefficient, reflects the contribution of the local composition 190 
to the total energy of the system. Given that: 191 
 192 
 𝛻 ∙ 𝐽 = −𝜕𝑋/𝜕𝑡 (3) 
 193 
one can re-write eq. (1) using eq. (2) and (3) to obtain the so-called Cahn-Hilliard equation of 194 
diffusion: 195 
 196 
 
𝜕𝑋𝜕𝑡 = 𝛻 ∙ 𝑀 𝜕:𝑔𝜕𝑋: 𝛻𝑋 − 𝛻 ∙ 𝑀𝛻 𝛻 ∙ 2𝜅𝛻𝑋  (4) 
 197 
Solving eq. (4) for 𝑋 provides dependences of the composition on space (i.e., the size of the CZ 198 
islands) and time (or equivalently temperature). Both dependences must be known to use our model 199 
to 1) calculate the statistical uncertainty of CZ paleomagnetic measurements, 2) estimate an 200 
absolute field intensity, and 3) estimate an absolute cooling rate at ~350°C.  201 
We can analyze eq. (4) to understand the various stages of spinodal decomposition. Any 202 
system is subject to local thermally-induced fluctuations in composition. These fluctuations can be 203 
expressed as a sum of spatial sinusoids with characteristic wavelengths. Spinodal decomposition 204 
leads to the selective amplification of some of these wavelengths. Let us first take an example 205 
where an ideal system is instantaneously quenched to and kept at a temperature within the spinodal 206 
region. Making the simplifying assumption that 𝑀, 𝜅 and <=><?= are independent of the composition 207 𝑋 (i.e., 𝑔 is a cubic polynomial function of 𝑋, Fig. 1D), one can solve analytically eq. (4) for 𝑋 and 208 
find a solution in the form of a Fourier series (Hilliard, 1970), which describes how quickly the 209 
growth of fluctuations at a given wavelength will be. If only the first term of the right-hand side of 210 
eq. (4) is taken into account, the solution yields infinitesimally small wavelengths infinitely 211 
amplified. In reality, the second term of the right-hand size of eq. (4), related to the energy cost of 212 
an interface (via 𝜅 ), prevents very small wavelengths from growing to limit the creation of 213 
interfacial area and associated excess of energy. This balance between the two right-hand side 214 
terms of eq. (4) results in the existence of a preferred wavelength that receives the maximum 215 
amplification (Hilliard, 1970). For reference, this wavelength (𝜆ABCD) is given by: 216 
 217 
 𝜆ABCD: = − 16𝜋:𝜅𝜕:𝑔𝜕𝑋: 	  	  for	  	   𝜕
:𝑔𝜕𝑋: < 0 (5) 
 218 
Once the system is ideally quenched within the spinodal, the size of proto-islands will peak around 219 
the preferred wavelength, forming a relatively periodic two-phase pattern that, recalling the 220 
example of the Y-Z system above, is composed of alternating Z-rich and Z-poor phases (islands 221 
and matrix, respectively). Accounting for the dependence of 𝑔 on 𝑋 in real systems (as opposed to 222 
the cubic approximation adopted above) the Z content of the two phases will evolve toward the 223 
local minima of the free energy curve (Fig. 1D), which corresponds to the miscibility gap 224 
boundaries (Fig. 1A). Meanwhile, the excess in surface energy at the interfaces between islands 225 
and matrix resulting from the sharp concentration gradients will gradually become the dominant 226 
force in the system (Cahn, 1966). To reduce their surface energy, islands will start a much slower 227 
coarsening process where large islands may grow at the expense of smaller ones. 228 
Unlike this conceptual example of a quenched alloy, a meteoritic alloy will in reality slowly 229 
cool through the spinodal boundary and continue cooling after spinodal decomposition has started. 230 
However, the overall behavior of the system is similar to that described above, with the exception 231 
that both the preferred wavelength and the amplification factor vary with temperature (Hutson et 232 
al., 1966). According to eq. (5), at the onset of spinodal decomposition (where <=><?= = 0) the 233 
preferred wavelength is theoretically infinite. However, within less than a degree below the 234 
spinodal temperature (where <=><?= < 0), the preferred wavelength has decreased exponentially and 235 
fluctuations of the order of tens of nm start to grow (see Cahn, 1968). The fact that the preferred 236 
wavelength decreases with temperature simply results in a broadened size distribution of the 237 
fluctuations (i.e., the islands) because different wavelengths will be favored as spinodal 238 
decomposition progresses. Finally, the coarsening rate will decrease with temperature due to the 239 
slower diffusion rate (see Fig. S1.1). Our model solves eq. (4) for 𝑋 to obtain the CZ island size as 240 
a function of temperature 𝑇. However, to solve the equation, one must first find the dependences 241 
of 𝑔, 𝜅 and 𝑀 on 𝑋 and 𝑇. The dependences on temperature and composition of 𝑔 are summarized 242 
in the following section. A similar analysis for 𝜅 and 𝑀 is made in Supplementary Material S1. 243 
 244 
2.2. Gibbs free energy density, 𝒈 245 
The free energy density of an alloy depends on both its composition and temperature. For 246 
Fe-Ni, spinodal decomposition occurs in the 𝛾-fcc phase with both islands and matrix remaining 247 
as 𝛾 phases for most of their growth time. As a consequence, we do not account for a variation in 248 
energy due to a modification of the crystal structure (Section 6). Cacciamani et al. (2010) derived 249 
an analytical expression for the Gibbs free energy for Fe-Ni using experimental data available 250 
coupled with atomistic calculations. The free energy density of a given phase is the sum of four 251 
contributions: 252 
 253 
 𝑔(𝑋, 𝑇) = 𝑔BCD(𝑋, 𝑇) + 𝑔RS(𝑋, 𝑇) + 𝑔CT(𝑋, 𝑇) + 𝑔UVW(𝑋, 𝑇) (6) 
 254 
where 𝑔BCD is the reference free energy density of the pure elements, 𝑔RS is the free energy density 255 
for ideal mixing (that of an equivalent ideal mixture), 𝑔CT  is the excess free energy density 256 
(accounting for the non-ideality of the system) and 𝑔UVW  is the magnetic contribution. The 257 
description of each term is given in Supplementary Material (S1). 258 
Using eq. (6), we can calculate the free energy density of 𝛾-fcc Fe-Ni as a function of 259 
composition for a given temperature (Fig. 2A). Though initially subtle, the region of spinodal 260 
decomposition (which lies between the two inflection points) becomes more readily visible with 261 
decreasing temperature. In the case of 𝛾-Fe-Ni, the shape of the free energy curve and therefore the 262 
existence of the spinodal region is influenced by the higher-order phase transition from 263 
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic (accounted for in the term 𝑔UVW). As a consequence, if spinodal 264 
decomposition occurs before any other phase transition (e.g., taenite ordering into tetrataenite), the 265 
two phases involved in spinodal decomposition have the same crystal structure and only differ by 266 
their magnetic properties. 267 
The points of inflection and the points of common tangent derived from eq. (6) determine 268 
the boundaries on the Fe-Ni phase diagram of the spinodal region and miscibility gap, respectively 269 
(Fig. 2B). As noted by Cacciamani et al. (2010), the spinodal boundaries obtained with this 270 
analytical expression slightly differ from the Fe-Ni metastable phase diagram proposed by Yang et 271 
al. (1996), which serves as a reference among the meteorite community. Cacciamani et al. (2010) 272 
still concluded that given the uncertainties arising from the challenging experimental identification 273 
of metastable equilibria, these two spinodal boundaries are in good agreement with each other. 274 
Note that the spinodal boundaries proposed in Yang et al. (1996) were based on the observation by 275 
Reuter et al. (1989b) of a correlation between the presence of ordered tetrataenite and the presence 276 
of a spinodal decomposition product. Yang et al. (1996) assumed that the system entered the 277 
spinodal region at the same temperature as that of tetrataenite ordering, but there is no evidence in 278 
their experimental data that spinodal decomposition did not occur at a higher temperature. 279 
 280 
2.3. Model implementation 281 
Once the dependence on composition 𝑋 and temperature 𝑇 of 𝑔, 𝜅 and 𝑀 in eq. (4) are 282 
specified, we can solve eq. (4) for 𝑋 as a function of space and temperature. For this, we use the 283 
Python package Fipy, a partial differential equations solver based on the finite volume method 284 
(Guyer et al., 2009). We investigate bulk compositions and cooling rates ranging from 35 to 41 285 
wt.% Ni and 1 to 10,000°C My-1, respectively. The system starts at the temperature defined by the 286 
spinodal boundaries at the given bulk composition. To simulate a cooling environment, we 287 
decrease the temperature by steps of 0.1°C assuming a linear relationship between time and 288 
temperature; the expression of each variable (𝑀, 𝜅 and 𝑔) is updated after such temperature step. 289 
More details can be found in Supplementary Material S1. 290 
 291 
3. Results 292 
 293 
3.1. Evolution of the island size and island/matrix composition 294 
 For a given Ni composition and cooling rate, we simulated the growth of CZ islands in a 295 
cooling environment from the temperature dictated by the spinodal boundary (Fig. 2B) down to 296 
210°C, when the island size stops growing due to the extremely slow diffusion (Fig. 3). Within 297 
< 1°C of crossing the spinodal, the initially infinitesimal fluctuations in composition begin to 298 
amplify. After typically a few tenths of a degree, the islands reach their equilibrium composition 299 
(~45 wt.% Ni, Fig. 4A), which we find to be the same regardless of bulk composition and cooling 300 
rate of the system. This composition is ~2-3 wt.% less than the measured Ni concentration of the 301 
CZ islands (Goldstein et al., 2009a; Einsle et al., 2018) and than that obtained analytically with Eq. 302 
(6) (Fig. 2B). This small difference is likely due to one or more approximations used in the model 303 
implementation (e.g., the approximation of the free energy curve—see Supplementary Material 304 
S1.4). When the islands reach their equilibrium composition, their size is between ~40% and ~55% 305 
of their present-day size depending on cooling rate and bulk Ni content. Subsequently, the islands 306 
slowly grow by coarsening, resulting in a decrease in the matrix Ni content to keep the bulk 307 
composition of the system constant (Fig. 4A–B). By the time the system reaches 210°C, the 308 
diffusion rate has dropped by ten orders of magnitude (see Fig. S1.1) and both island size and 309 
matrix compositions become stationary. For a given cooling rate, the final Ni contents in the matrix 310 
for bulk compositions between 35 and 41 wt.% Ni vary by ~1.5 wt.%. The variation in matrix 311 
composition with cooling rate for a given bulk Ni content is more pronounced, ranging for example 312 
from ~24 wt.% Ni at 5000°C My-1 to ~17 wt.% Ni at 5°C My-1 for a 40 wt.% Ni alloy.  313 
 314 
3.2. Island size at 320°C 315 
One aim of our model is to improve the reliability of paleointensities recovered from 316 
XPEEM data of the CZ. Based on the diffusion length of Ni in taenite, previous paleomagnetic 317 
studies that provided absolute paleointensity estimates (Bryson et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2016) 318 
have assumed that the CZ islands in slowly cooled meteorites (<100°C My-1) were 30% of their 319 
present-day size when they recorded a field. Here, we find that the island size at 320°C is almost 320 
independent of the cooling rate and ranges between 60% and 85% of present-day size for bulk Ni 321 
contents between 35 and 41 wt. %, respectively (Fig. 5). Additionally, in the Maxwell-Boltzmann 322 
framework currently used to estimate a paleointensity from XPEEM data, the intensity is inversely 323 
proportional to the volume of the islands (supplementary material of Bryson et al., 2017); using 324 
30% instead of 60–85% of present-day size therefore results in a likely overestimation of the 325 
paleointensity by a factor of ~8–20.  326 
 327 
3.3. Present-day island size 328 
 By the end of the simulations, the island size is essentially equivalent to the present-day 329 
size. The CZ island size inversely correlates with the cooling rate and the bulk Ni content, which 330 
decreases with distance to the tetrataenite rim (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2009a). Both correlations are 331 
reproduced in our results (Fig. 6). Most islands with measured sizes are those next to the tetrataenite 332 
rim—the largest in the CZ. If a meteorite cooled very slowly (≲ 5-10°C My-1), this region will 333 
have a composition of ~40-42 wt.% Ni according to the equilibrium boundaries of the Fe-Ni phase 334 
diagram. For these conditions, our model predicts island sizes >100 nm, which is in good agreement 335 
with islands sizes measured in the pallasites and mesosiderites, which are slowly cooled meteorite 336 
groups (Yang et al., 2010; Hopfe and Goldstein, 2001). The other lines on Fig. 6 are applicable to 337 
faster-cooled meteorites (e.g., IVA, IVB, IIIAB), for which the bulk composition next to the rim 338 
can be lower than 40 wt.% Ni because equilibrium could not be reached (e.g., Goldstein et al. 339 
2009b). The decrease in island size with distance to the rim (due to the decrease in Ni content) can 340 
be seen as a vertical line at a given cooling rate down Fig. 6. Note that the model assumes a constant 341 
local composition, which corresponds to a narrow band parallel to the tetrataenite rim. Therefore, 342 
we can currently only model stepwise decreases in island size with distance to the rim (by using 343 
different initial compositions). A continuous decrease of the Ni content with distance to the rim 344 
will be the object of future improvements to the code. 345 
To test our model against experimental data, three pieces of information are needed: the 346 
average island size in a given region, a high-resolution Ni composition of this region, and an 347 
independent cooling rate estimate at ~350°C. The H6 chondrite Guareña has all three pieces of 348 
information essentially available (with the caveat that the composition profile has a coarse 349 
resolution of 1 µm). An approximate cooling rate of ~3.7°C My-1 between ~450 and ~250°C can 350 
be deduced from the difference between Guareña’s U-Pb age determined on phosphates and Ar-Ar 351 
age determined on feldspars given the closure temperatures of these thermochronological systems 352 
(Henke et al., 2013). Guareña has an average island size of 120 ± 5 nm and the composition profile 353 
shows a composition between 41 and 39 wt.% Ni next to the tetrataenite rim (Scott et al., 2014). 354 
For this composition, our model predicts a cooling rate at ~350°C of 4.4 ± 3.2°C My-1, in agreement 355 
with the aforementioned value. 356 
 357 
4. Cooling rate application: example of the main-group pallasites 358 
Our CZ formation model is a promising tool for investigating the cooling history of iron 359 
meteorite and iron-rich chondrite parent bodies at a temperature range that has been previously 360 
poorly constrained. Combined with cooling rate estimates at 700-500°C, these data can place new 361 
constraints on long-term planetary thermal evolution. However, measurements of the bulk 362 
composition near the tetrataenite rim and CZ island size are necessary to fully take advantage of 363 
the model and it is rare that both of these properties have been measured and published. It is beyond 364 
the scope of this paper to present such data. Nevertheless, as an example of application of our 365 
model as cooling rate indicator, we consider the case of the main-group pallasites, for which island 366 
sizes, some low-resolution composition profiles, and a parent-body thermal model have been 367 
published.  368 
Yang et al. (2010) measured the island size of seven very slow-cooled pallasites and 369 
determined cooling rates at 700-500 ˚C from Widmanstätten taenite profile-matching, ranging 370 
between 2.5 ± 0.3°C My-1 and 8.9 ± 1.2°C My-1. The authors presented composition profiles for 371 
the Giroux pallasite with 1-µm resolution, finding a bulk Ni content of ~40 wt.% next to the rim. 372 
Using a bulk Ni content between 39 and 40 wt.%, the model predicts cooling rates at ~350°C 373 
ranging between 0.7 ± 0.4°C My-1 and 3.2 ± 1.8°C My-1 (Fig. 6). Our calculated cooling rates at 374 
~350°C indicate that these meteorites cooled ~0.35 times slower at ~350°C than at 700-500°C (Fig. 375 
7). Using thermal evolution models, Bryson et al. (2015) proposed that the main-group pallasite 376 
parent body was a fully differentiated body with a diameter of ~400-km. According to their model, 377 
the cooling rate at ~350°C for the pallasites considered in this study should be ~0.5 times the 378 
cooling rate at 700-500°C. Our results therefore support the idea that these pallasites cooled without 379 
undergoing any significant reheating or shock event mantle of their ~400-km parent and not deeper 380 
at the core-mantle boundary (Yang et al., 2010; Tarduno et al., 2012; Bryson et al., 2015).  381 
 382 
5. Paleomagnetic application 383 
Berndt et al. (2016) derived in the Maxwell-Boltzmann framework—also currently 384 
assumed for XPEEM—the number of magnetic carriers necessary to obtain a given uncertainty in 385 
paleodirection and paleointensity due to the limited number of islands included in a dataset (called 386 
statistical uncertainty in the following; Supplementary Material S2). This number inversely 387 
depends on the CZ island size at blocking temperature, which our model now constrains (Fig. 5). 388 
Intuitively, this is because larger islands have larger magnetic moments and so couple more 389 
strongly to an external field such that fewer islands are required to achieve the same net 390 
magnetization. The required number of islands also inversely depends on the intensity of the 391 
ancient field—more islands are needed for their net moment to be representative of a weak field. 392 
Therefore, with a reasonable assumption about the intensity of the ancient field, one can combine 393 
the results of our model with the formula of Berndt et al. (2016) to calculate how many islands will 394 
be needed in a future XPEEM dataset to limit the statistical uncertainty in paleodirection and 395 
paleointensity to a given value (Fig. 8A).  396 
Similarly, knowing the number of islands included in a XPEEM dataset and with a 397 
paleointensity estimate, one can quantify the statistical uncertainty for published datasets. The 398 
model also allows us to quantify an uncertainty on island size at 320°C. Adding both types of 399 
uncertainty to the measurement uncertainty allows us to more accurately represent the total 400 
uncertainty of the paleointensity estimate. In light of these results, we review previously published 401 
XPEEM studies for which a paleointensity estimate has been proposed (Fig. 9, Table 1). 402 
 403 
5.1. Main-group pallasites: Imilac and Esquel 404 
The first meteorite paleomagnetic study using the XPEEM technique was conducted by 405 
Bryson et al. (2015) on the Imilac and Esquel main-group pallasites. These meteorites possess 406 
cloudy zones with ~143-nm and ~157-nm diameter islands near the tetrataenite rim, respectively 407 
(Yang et al., 2010). The authors measured the magnetization of four non-overlapping 4500×400-408 
nm regions next to the tetrataenite rim for both meteorites. Assuming the islands occupy 90% of a 409 
region’s area, a total of ~320 islands (Imilac) and ~380 islands (Esquel) was included in each 410 
dataset. Adopting an island size at 320°C equal to 30% of present-day size, Bryson et al. (2015) 411 
estimated paleointensities of 120 µT for Imilac and 84 µT for Esquel with a 2𝜎 uncertainty due to 412 
measurement noise of 10% and 16%, respectively. Using present-day island sizes, they obtain 413 
average paleointensities of 3.2 µT for Imilac and 2.2 µT for Esquel. It should be noted that 414 
independently of the island size adopted, these values are lower limits on the paleointensity 415 
estimate because the sample was only measured in one orientation (i.e., only a combination of the 416 
three components of the paleofield was calculated; see supplementary material of Bryson et al., 417 
2017). 418 
Assuming a bulk composition between 40 and 39 wt.% (i.e., CZ islands at 320°C about 419 
78% of their present-day size; Fig. 5), the average paleointensities become 6.8 µT (Imilac) and 4.8 420 
µT (Esquel). Using these estimates, we calculate a statistical uncertainty (2𝜎) in paleointensity of 421 
23% for both Imilac and Esquel (Fig. 8B). In addition, a 2𝜎 uncertainty of ±5 % for the island size 422 
at 320°C (equivalent to a ±1 wt.% Ni uncertainty in composition) would result in a 15% uncertainty 423 
on paleodirection/paleointensity. After combining these uncertainties, the paleointensities become 424 
6.8 ± 2.0 µT and 4.8 ± 1.5 µT. 425 
Using data provided by Bryson et al. (2015), we simulated an XPEEM dataset that would 426 
have been measured if the CZ had cooled through 320°C in the absence of a magnetic field. We 427 
calculated the field intensity resulting from this dataset and proceeded by bootstrapping to obtain 428 
the upper bound of the 95 % confidence interval of this “zero-field” intensity, equal to 1.7 µT for 429 
Imilac and 1.1 µT for Esquel (procedure described in the supplementary material of Bryson et al., 430 
2017). Although the paleointensities are revised downward, they are both larger than these values 431 
and therefore still require a substantial magnetic field on the parent body, indicating the past 432 
existence of a core dynamo. 433 
The improved paleointensities now differ from the paleointensities estimated by Tarduno 434 
et al. (2012) using olivine grains on Imilac (72.7 ± 7.1 µT) and Esquel (125.2 ± 12.9 µT), especially 435 
given that the olivine grains may have been shielded from the planetary field by swathing kamacite 436 
(see supplementary information for Bryson et al. 2015). Given the different blocking temperatures 437 
for taenite in olivine grains (~550°C) and tetrataenite in the metal phase (320°C), one possible 438 
explanation for this apparent discrepancy is that silicates and metal simply recorded the magnetic 439 
field at different times of its history. It should also be noted that in the absence of a model describing 440 
the possible magnetostatic interactions between islands, our revised intensities—like other 441 
intensities discussed below—should be considered as more accurate but not final values.  442 
 443 
5.2. Main-group pallasites: Brenham and Marjalahti 444 
Nichols et al. (2016) used XPEEM to study the Brenham and Marjalahti pallasites (~123-445 
nm and ~118-nm islands, respectively; Yang et al., 2010). The authors analyzed twelve and nine 446 
4500 × 450-nm regions resulting in 1800 islands and 1480 for Brenham and Marjalahti, 447 
respectively. Average intensities of 4 µT for Brenham and 5 µT for Marjalahti were reported 448 
(without measurement uncertainties). With islands ~78% of their present-day size at 320°C (i.e., 449 
local Ni content of 39.5 wt.%), the average intensities become 0.2 and 0.3 µT. Like for Imilac and 450 
Esquel, we calculated the upper bound of the 95-% confidence of a “zero-field” intensity and found 451 
1.1 µT and 1.4 µT for Brenham and Marjalahti, respectively. The fact that these values are larger 452 
than the paleointensity estimates above agrees with the conclusion by Nichols et al. (2016) that we 453 
cannot reject the hypothesis that Brenham and Marjalahti cooled through 320°C in the absence of 454 
a field. This is therefore consistent with the liquid core of the pallasite parent body experiencing a 455 
quiescent period before its period of compositional convection induced by crystallization. 456 
 457 
5.3. IVA iron: Steinbach 458 
Bryson et al. (2017) applied the XPEEM technique to the IVA iron Steinbach. The 459 
magnetization was measured along two CZ, imaging nine 4500×100-nm regions along each. 460 
Adjacent to the tetrataenite rim, Steinbach’s islands are 29 nm in diameter, such that ~5,500 islands 461 
were included in each dataset. The authors reported a paleointensity of ~100 µT (using present-day 462 
island size) with a ~50% measurement uncertainty. 463 
No bulk composition profile has been published for Steinbach. However, such a profile was 464 
measured by Goldstein et al. (2009b) for the Chinautla IVA iron, which has a similar cooling rate 465 
at 700-500°C (~110°C My-1) as Steinbach (~150°C My-1). The average composition of the region 466 
with the coarsest islands in Chinautla is 37.5 wt.% Ni. With this composition CZ islands were 467 
~70% of their present-day size at 320°C, and the average paleointensity becomes ~290 µT. With 468 
such small islands but intense field, the statistical uncertainty is 22%—the fact that it is very similar 469 
to that calculated for Imilac and Esquel is fortuitous (Fig. 8B). Combining this with the ~50% 470 
measurement uncertainty and the 15% uncertainty accounting for uncertainty in Ni content, we 471 
obtain a paleointensity estimate of 290 ± 165 µT. Bryson et al. (2017) concluded that the IVA 472 
parent body generated a field, strong and directionally-varying. Our results suggest that the field 473 
intensity has a large total uncertainty but do not invalidate the conclusion that a non-zero 474 
directionally-varying field was present. 475 
 476 
6. Discussion: Effect of the taenite to tetrataenite transition 477 
Our model is based on the free energy equations for the fcc 𝛾-Fe-Ni phase and we do not 478 
consider any possible phase transitions that occur during the growth of the CZ. In particular, we do 479 
not model the ordering from taenite to tetrataenite at 320°C. This transformation will likely change 480 
the free energy curves (Fig. 2A) and possibly affect the growth of CZ islands, but the contribution 481 
of this phase to the total free energy is essentially unknown given that the cooling rates required 482 
for tetrataenite formation are unachievable on laboratory timescales. Hence, our model is 483 
effectively only valid for the regions of the CZ where spinodal decomposition started at 484 
temperatures above 320°C. According to the metastable Fe-Ni phase diagram (Fig. 2B), this 485 
corresponds to compositions ≳ 34 wt.% Ni. The exact consequences of tetrataenite formation on 486 
the growth of already large islands are unclear. We can only speculate that, given the good 487 
agreement between our model and experimental data (Sections 3.3 and 4), the effect of the phase 488 
transformation for regions of the CZ above 35 wt.% Ni may only be minor. 489 
In most meteorites studied with XPEEM, a clear difference has been observed between the 490 
XMCD signal of the coarse-to-medium CZ and the fine CZ. The latter shows a strong dominance 491 
of one easy axis, as opposed to the former, where the bias may be present but less clearly visible. 492 
Einsle et al. (2018) proposed two explanations: 1) these fine islands were single-domain taenite 493 
grains above tetrataenite formation temperature, as opposed to pseudo-single domain (vortices) 494 
coarse-to-medium islands, and interacted more strongly, or 2) spinodal decomposition occurred 495 
below the tetrataenite formation temperature in the fine CZ. Based on the updated Fe-Ni phase 496 
diagram (Fig. 2B), we could certainly discriminate between these two hypotheses in a future study 497 
by measuring the local Ni content at high resolution across the CZ and compare it with the location 498 
of the change in magnetic behavior between the medium and the fine CZ. 499 
To study the effect of tetrataenite transition on an island’s magnetization, Einsle et al. 500 
(2018) modeled entire CZ islands changing their crystallographic structure at 320°C. It is, however, 501 
conceivable that tetrataenite may not have ordered all at once in an island, implying that the new 502 
NRM may be acquired over a broader range of temperatures. This question remains unanswered 503 
and is the object of active research. It is beyond the scope of this study to speculate on the effect 504 
of a gradual transformation. It can simply be said that our model could as well provide the island 505 
size at any other “blocking” temperature. 506 
 507 
7. Conclusion 508 
•   We developed a numerical model of cloudy zone (CZ) formation by spinodal 509 
decomposition in the cooling environment of a meteorite parent body. 510 
•   This model provides the compositional and structural evolution of the CZ islands as well 511 
as the size of the islands at 320°C, when they could record an ambient magnetic field.  512 
•   This island size allows us to quantify the uncertainty on paleodirection and paleointensity 513 
due to the limited number of magnetic carriers in experimental datasets. Combined with the 514 
uncertainty in island size at blocking temperature and measurement uncertainty, this 515 
provides a more accurate total uncertainty of the estimates. 516 
•   The model allows us to determine more accurately the intensity of a putative ancient field 517 
recorded by the CZ. Current research aims at understanding how the magnetostatic 518 
interactions between islands might affect the absolute paleointensities. 519 
•   This model also serves as an absolute cooling rate indicator that can provide new constraints 520 
on the low-temperature history of iron meteorite and iron-rich chondrite parent bodies. 521 
 522 
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Figures 535 
 536 
Fig. 1. A) Schematic of a low-temperature phase diagram for a hypothetical Y-Z compositional 537 
system. The black dotted line represents the equilibrium boundary for the phase 𝛿. The tan dashed 538 
line represents the miscibility gap boundaries and the full green line represents the spinodal 539 
boundaries. Full horizontal lines show temperatures at which Gibbs free energy density is described 540 
in (B) and (C). B) Schematic of the Gibbs free energy density 𝑔 of the phase 𝛿 as a function of the 541 
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content in element Z, at a temperature of 550°C (top) and 340°C (bottom). Points “a” and “d” 542 
correspond to the point of common tangent that dictates the miscibility gap boundaries. Points “b” 543 
and “c” show the points of inflection, which determine the spinodal boundaries. C) Sketch of the 544 
effect of inherent fluctuations in composition. In the convex part of the free energy curve (top), any 545 
fluctuation around a given mean composition tends to increase the free energy (up arrow): the 546 
growth of these fluctuations is not energetically favorable and the system is metastable. In the 547 
concave part of the free energy curve (bottom) even the smallest fluctuation yields a decrease in 548 
energy (down arrow): the growth of the fluctuations is in that case favored and spontaneous; the 549 
system is unstable and spinodal decomposition occurs. D) Schematic of the approximation of the 550 
Gibbs free energy curve historically employed to solve analytically the Cahn-Hilliard equation 551 
(Hilliard, 1970). 552 
  553 
 554 
 555 
Fig. 2. A) Gibbs free energy density as a function of Ni composition for temperatures between 556 
400°C and 200°C obtained from eq. (6). Colors denote the temperature at which they are calculated. 557 
Dots highlight the location of the points of inflection. B) Low-temperature phase diagram for the 558 
Fe-Ni system obtained from eq. (6). Stable phase equilibria for the 𝛼  (kamacite) phase and 𝛾 559 
(taenite) phase are shown by the black dots. Green full and tan dotted lines represent the spinodal 560 
boundaries and the metastable phase equilibria (miscibility gap), respectively. The dash-dot line 561 
shows the Curie temperature of 𝛾-fcc (𝑇[\) as a function of Ni content (from Cacciamani et al. 562 
2010). 563 
  564 
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 565 
Fig. 3. Formation of the cloudy zone as simulated with our one-dimensional (1D) numerical model. 566 
Shown is the Ni content as a function of distance within the cloudy zone at six different steps of 567 
the phase separation. This 1D section can be seen as a band parallel to the tetrataenite rim of 568 
constant local Ni composition. The initial bulk composition of the system is 40 wt.% Ni and the 569 
cooling rate is 10°C My-1. Times (lower left of each frame) are relative to the time the system cools 570 
through the spinodal boundary on the Fe-Ni phase diagram (Fig. 2B). 571 
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 574 
Fig. 4. A) Composition of the islands (upper curve) and the matrix (lower curve) for a local bulk 575 
composition of 40 wt.% Ni as a function of temperature for a cooling rate of 5°C My-1. B) Average 576 
island size as a function of temperature for a cooling rate of 5°C My-1 and bulk compositions of 35 577 
to 41 wt.% Ni. 578 
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 580 
Fig. 5. Island size at 320°C (normalized by present-day island size) as a function of cooling rate 581 
for bulk composition of 35 to 41 wt.% Ni. The grey area encompasses conditions where the system 582 
does not form a relatively periodic pattern (i.e., cloudy zone) before reaching 320°C. Note that this 583 
does not prevent the CZ from forming below this temperature in this region. We speculate that 584 
islands should form directly with the tetrataenite structure in that case. 585 
  586 
No cloudy zone before 320°C 
 587 
Fig. 6. Island size at 210°C (essentially equal to the present-day island size), as a function of cooling 588 
rate for bulk compositions between 35 and 41 wt.% Ni. The grey area shows where the cloudy zone 589 
does not form or where the compositions of islands and matrix do not have time to reach their 590 
expected final composition. 591 
  592 
No cloudy zone
Fig. 7. Cooling rate at ~350°C for seven main-group pallasites as inferred from our model using a 593 
Ni content between 39 and 40 wt.% as a function of published cooling rate at 700-500°C (Yang et 594 
al., 2010). The average ratio of the cooling rate below 350°C and the cooling rate at 700-500°C is 595 
about 0.35.  596 
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 602 
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 605 
 606 
Fig. 8. A) Number of islands required per XPEEM dataset to limit the statistical uncertainty (due 607 
to the limited number of CZ islands) to 5° in paleodirection and 5% in paleointensity. This number 608 
is plotted as a function of cooling rate and local Ni content. It is obtained by combining island sizes 609 
at blocking temperature of 320°C provided by our model with the derivation of Berndt et al. (2016) 610 
for a Curie temperature of 550°C and assuming an ancient field of 10 µT. B) Statistical uncertainty 611 
in paleointensity as a function island size at blocking temperature (for angular statistical 612 
uncertainty, see Supplementary Figure S2.1). Lines represent different combinations of ancient 613 
field intensity and number of islands corresponding to previous XPEEM studies (Table 1). Markers 614 
show the island size at 320°C and associated statistical uncertainty for each meteorite studied.  615 
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 617 
Fig. 9. Initial and improved paleointensity estimates from previously published XPEEM studies 618 
(Bryson et al. 2015, Nichols et al. 2016 and Bryson et al. 2017). The grey intervals show the initial 619 
range of paleointensities from the original publications: the upper bound is obtained with islands 620 
30% of present-day size at 320°C, the lower bound is obtained for islands of present-day size at 621 
320°C. The dotted lines show the simulated upper limit in intensity that would be measured with 622 
XPEEM if the meteorites had cooled in the absence of a field (see Section 5.1). Points show the 623 
improved paleointensity estimates using the island size at 320°C provided by our model. The error 624 
bars account for the 2𝜎  measurement uncertainty, the 2𝜎  statistical uncertainty and the 2𝜎 625 
uncertainty in island size at 320°C. Given that the mean paleointensities for Brenham and 626 
Marjalahti fall below the zero-field threshold, we cannot reject the hypothesis that these meteorites 627 
cooled through 320°C in the absence of a field. We did not include the error bars of these meteorites 628 
for clarity: because the statistical uncertainty is inversely proportional to the field intensity, the 629 
error bars would be very large but would not change the conclusion above. 630 
  631 
Meteorite Group 
Present-
day 
island 
size (nm) 
Assumed 
Ni content 
near the 
rim 
(wt.%) 
Island 
size at 
320°C 
(nm) 
Predicted 
cooling rate 
below 350°C 
(°C My-1) 
Number 
of islands 
in XPEEM 
datasets 
Statistical 
error in 
intensity 
(%)  
Improved 
paleointensity 
estimates (µT)  
Imilac MG Pallasite 143 ± 4 39 – 40 112 1.2 ± 0.7 320 23 6.8 ± 2.0 
Esquel MG Pallasite 157 ± 11 39 – 40 122 0.9 ± 0.5 380 23 4.8 ± 1.5 
Brenham MG Pallasite 123 ± 3 39 – 40 96 2.5 ± 1.4 1800 – 
0.2 (< zero-
field 1.1 µT) 
Marjalahti MG Pallasite 118 ± 3 39 – 40 92 2.9 ± 1.5 1480 – 
0.3 (< zero-
field 1.4 µT) 
Steinbach IVA Iron 29 ± 3 37 – 38 20 56.5 ± 25 5500 22 290 ± 165 
 632 
Table 1. Meteorites previously analyzed by XPEEM.  The first and second columns list the names 633 
and groups of the meteorites. The island sizes in the third column are from Yang et al. (2010) for 634 
Imilac, Esquel, Brenham and Marjalahti and Goldstein et al. (2009b) for Steinbach. The fourth 635 
column is the bulk Ni content near the tetrataenite rim assumed in our model to calculate an 636 
estimate of the cooling rates below ~350°C. The fifth column shows the island size at 320°C 637 
provided by the model. The sixth column lists the predicted cooling rates below ~350°C. The 638 
seventh column shows the number of islands included in each XPEEM dataset. The eighth column 639 
gives the statistical uncertainty for each XPEEM datasets. Finally, the ninth column summarizes 640 
the improved paleointensity estimates with their total uncertainty; note that these averages do not 641 
account for the possible effect of magnetostatic interactions between islands. 642 
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